Abstract. In this paper we introduce a new reputation model for agents engaged in e-business transactions. Our model enhances classic reputation models by addition of forgiveness factor and use of new sources of reputation information based on agents groups. The model was implemented using JADE multi-agent platform and initially evaluated for e-business scenarios comprising societies of buyer and seller agents. In the paper we discuss the design and implementation of the agent-based simulation system and we consider a sample experimental scenario and experimental results.
Introduction
Reputation is one of important concepts that helps selection of partners in e-business transactions. Participants to a global electronic market, usually buyers and sellers, are represented using software agents. Similarly to human society, an agent will agree to engage in a new business relation governed by a set of contractual terms and conditions, only with reputable business partners. This means that, if an agent has a good reputation in a society of agents, other agents will decide to select him for engaging together in future business transactions.
Closely related to reputation is concept of trust. Although there is no full agreement on their definitions, trust can be understood as a subjective measure of an agent's belief in another agent's capabilities, honesty and reliability based on its own direct experiences (one-to-one relationship), while reputation can be understood as an objective measure of an agent's belief in another agent's capabilities, honesty and reliability based on recommendations received from other agents (one-to-many relationship) [1] .
So, in order to clarify the terminology, given two agents a and b, we shall talk about reputation of agent a for agent b as the measure of the degree of b's belief in the capability, honesty and reliability of agent a. We shall denote this value with R b,a . Usually in such a relation, agent a is said to have trusted role, while agent b is said to have trusting role [2] . Note that according to this view of reputation, a and b can be either singleton agents or groups of agents.
Distinction between trusting and trusted roles in a business relation points out the two facets of the trust-reputation dichotomy. According to the reputation facet, we can talk about reputation of agent a for agent b, while according to the trust facet we can talk about trust of agent b in agent a. In this paper we only consider concept of reputation, as we believe that this concept is more appropriate to e-business domain. Intuitively, reputation can characterize a given business, as well as reputation is closer to frequently encountered business notions like brand and image [3] .
Traditionally, reputation is evaluated by collecting feedback during history of previous interactions between business partners [1], [4] . There are many approaches for modeling and evaluation of reputation in agent systems, ranging from simple rating methods to more complex mathematical models based on graphs or sophisticated uncertainty or logic models (see the following survey papers:
In our proposal we model e-business as a semi-competitive environment where agents will have to decide if to engage or not in e-business transactions with a given partner [7] . Their decision is taken based on reputation of the potential partners, i.e. the higher is partner's reputation, the higher is considered agent's utility (i.e. the more agent will benefit) by engaging with that partner.
In our model we consider that agents are grouped into "societies". We consider two societies: buyer society and seller society. With respect to these two societies, following an initial proposal from [7] , depending on the sources of information that we can use for computing reputation, we define four types of reputation: (i) direct reputation of a given seller for a given buyer; (ii) direct reputation of a given buyer for a given seller; (iii) reputation of given seller for buyers' society; (iv) reputation of sellers' society for given buyer.
Direct reputations (i.e. first two types) are then augmented with forgiveness factor model [8] that basically proposes the application of "philosophy of reconciliation". This means that, as time is passing, each agent should forget the mistakes made by his or her partner in former e-business transactions. Additionally, our forgiveness factor model introduces an optimistic view of the reality. This means that an agent should always give credit to his partner, i.e. initially or equivalently after a sufficiently large time passed without any interaction, reputation of the partner should have or increase to the highest possible value.
The paper is structured as follows. We start in section 2 by introducing our computational reputation model with forgiveness factor. We continue in section 3 with a design outline of the multi-agent system that we used in our simulation. In section 4 we present some experimental results. In section 5 we briefly consider related works, while in section 6 we conclude and point to future works.
Reputation Model with Forgiveness

Reputation Types
E-business transactions are modeled as "signed contracts". A contract is signed between a buyer and a seller following a negotiation process. The buyer sends a call for proposals to each member of the seller society. Some sellers are able to satisfy the terms and conditions of the call and decide to cooperate by submitting a proposal. The buyer will select a preferred seller (that maximizes his own utility) and this selection will define a "signed contract" between the buyer and selected seller.
